Abstract: Systems with elements linked via a communication network are vulnerable to communication problems and attacks of malicious agents, with potentially harmful consequences for performance and stability. This paper proposes a stochastic Model Predictive Control (MPC) scheme to deal with two different sources of uncertainties simultaneously, namely, packet losses and external disturbances. In particular, the controller deals with packet losses using a tree-based approach and is robustified against external disturbances using a multiple scenario approach. Finally, the algorithm performance is compared via simulation with other MPC alternatives and a feedback control law.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Control systems are getting ubiquitously entwined with physical systems thanks to the new possibilities of instrumentation and interconnection, giving rise to the so-called Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), which are composed of computing devices that interact with physical processes (Lee, 2008). In a CPS, the physical components and the software are closely linked, generally within a communication network that makes such interrelation possible. Nevertheless, the network represents a source of weakness because data packets can be lost due to communication problems and malicious agents (Shu and Krunz, 2014).

A review of the state of the art of CPS security and a comparison of different works, from both industry and academia, explaining how security is addressed is given in Lun et al. (2019). Also, in Sandberg et al. (2015), potential attack models and defense strategies in the context of network control system theory are explored. Furthermore, many studies implement control algorithms applying Model Predictive Control (MPC) in this context. MPC is a model-based control strategy that, at each control time, computes an input sequence for the succeeding time instance, in Romagnoli et al. (2019), the communication network is open for a determined time and the system periodically refreshes its original control software. Similarly, in Abdi et al. (2018), full platform-wide restarts are combined with safe operational windows computed in runtime. Another case is presented in Trodden et al. (2020), where the attacker is only allowed to take a maximum proportion of the input constraint space, leaving the defender the remaining proportion to react. In Shoukry et al. (2015), the state reconstruction problem when measurements may have been corrupted by an adversarial attack is addressed.

External disturbances are also relevant in cybersecurity contexts. When these disturbances are bounded, they can be directly included in the controller, e.g., in Maestre et al. (2018, 2019), which study different mechanisms to provide resilience in distributed MPC schemes with respect to malicious agents. In Quevedo et al. (2015), random packet dropouts are explicitly taken into account using a stochastic cost function for an MPC scheme. Besides, in Mishra et al. (2018), packet dropouts are also addressed using the MPC strategy, but assuming the system also affected by additive stochastic noise.

Regarding system stability, different strategies are proposed when the system is exposed to cyber-attacks. For instance, in Romagnoli et al. (2019), the communication network is open for a determined time and the system periodically refreshes its original control software. Similarly, in Abdi et al. (2018), full platform-wide restarts are combined with safe operational windows computed in runtime. Another case is presented in Trodden et al. (2020), where the attacker is only allowed to take a maximum proportion of the input constraint space, leaving the defender the remaining proportion to react. In Shoukry et al. (2015), the state reconstruction problem when measurements may have been corrupted by an adversarial attack is addressed.
(2018), a distributed MPC dynamically exploits boundedness to identify and mitigate attacks. However, there are also strategies to manage unbounded disturbances, such as the algorithm presented in Calafiore and Campi (2006), which computes the total number of disturbance scenarios required to ensure constraints satisfaction. Furthermore, some assumptions can be established to enable bounded disturbances. This is the case of Cannon et al. (2012), where a stochastic MPC problem is solved for systems with random additive disturbances by assuming that they are derived from a normally distributed random variable and bounded by truncating the maximum absolute value.

The main contribution of the current paper is to propose a Tree-Based Model Predictive Control (TBMPC) to deal with packet losses, which represents an improvement w.r.t. (Pierron et al., 2020). More precisely, TBMPC provides an optimal rooted tree of actions at each time instant, but only the action corresponding to the current instant is applied to the system. In particular, the TBMPC proposed in Pierron et al. (2020) is a type of scenario-based MPC which can consider different possibilities for the system evolution in terms of the packet losses caused by malicious attacks and unreliable transmissions. The key idea is to build a binary tree that contains all possible scenarios regarding packets losses and receptions. Since each scenario has a certain probability of occurrence, the input sequence is calculated according to the weighted cost function. Another contribution of the current paper relies on enhancing robustness to external disturbances simultaneously: different scenarios of noise are added to the binary tree, thus giving rise to a stochastic MPC controller.

The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section II, the problem formulation is introduced. Section III provides the fundamentals of the TBMPC formulation. Section IV outlines the features that the enhanced TBMPC includes related to the basic TBMPC. Section V presents the application of this control model to a case study, and results are discussed in Section VI. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VII.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1 System dynamics

We consider the following system dynamics:

\[ x(k+1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k) + Dw(k), \]

where \( x(k) \in \mathbb{R}^n \), \( u(k) \in \mathbb{R}^m \), and \( w(k) \in \mathbb{R}^n \) are the states, inputs, and external disturbances, respectively. The state is assumed to be measurable and otherwise, it can be estimated. The system is assumed to be subject to polytopic state and input constraints, i.e.,

\[ x \in \mathcal{X} \triangleq \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^n | C^x x \leq a \}, \]

\[ u \in \mathcal{U} \triangleq \{ u \in \mathbb{R}^m | C^u u \leq b \}, \]

which contain the origin in their interiors and where \( C^x \in \mathbb{R}^{r \times n}, a \in \mathbb{R}^r, C^u \in \mathbb{R}^{r \times m}, \) and \( b \in \mathbb{R}^r \). External disturbances are assumed to be bounded and random, following the probability of a truncated normal distribution. For simplicity, they are also assumed to lie in a polytopic, compact and convex set \( \mathcal{W} \) that also contains the origin in its interior, \( \mathcal{W} \triangleq \{ w \in \mathbb{R}^m | C^w w \leq d \}. \)

2.2 Packet losses

The system communicates with its controller via a network that is vulnerable to suffer packet losses, e.g., due to the unreliability of transmissions and the actuation of malicious attackers as in jamming attacks. In case of failed reception, the actuation of the plant has to be defined, e.g., by setting the input as zero.

We use \( \theta(k) \in \{0,1\} \) to indicate packet losses. In particular, we have \( \theta(k) = 1 \) when there is a packet loss, and \( \theta(k) = 0 \) otherwise.

This paper addresses two realistic packet loss characterizations. In the first case, the probability of packet losses is time-invariant and given by \( p_{PL} \in [0,1] \). In other words, \( P(\theta(k) = 1) = p_{PL} \) for \( k \in \{0,1,\ldots\} \). This case can represent the setting where an attacker attacks a wireless channel with the same interference power at all time instants. We call this setting unbounded consecutive attacks.

The second case that we consider represents bounded consecutive attacks. In this case the number of consecutive packet losses due to attacks is upper-bounded by a positive integer \( N_{attack} \). More specifically, the probability of a packet loss at time \( k \) becomes zero if there are packet losses in the preceeding \( N_{attack} \) time instants, that is, \( P(\theta(k) = 1|\theta(k - N_{attack}) = 1, \ldots, \theta(k - 1) = 1) = 0 \). In all other scenarios, packet loss probability remains to be \( p_{PL} \). This modeling approach captures the scenarios where the attacker tries to prevent too many consecutive packet losses to avoid being detected.

The two cases above can be modeled similarly by generalizing Bernoulli packet losses and defining the probability of a packet loss as a function of the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR), commonly used in wireless channel models (Hamdi, 2009).

2.3 Control objective

The TBMPC controller goal is to minimize the following expected cost value along the prediction horizon \( N \):

\[ V_i(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} p_i(p_{PL}) V_i(k) \]

\[ = \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} p_i(p_{PL}) \sum_{l=0}^{N-1} (x_i(k + l + 1)^T Q x_i(k + l + 1) + u(k + l)^T R u(k + l)), \]

while respecting the constraints (2), (3), where \( Q \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) and \( R \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m} \) are positive-definite weighting matrices. The scalar \( p_i(p_{PL}) \in [0,1] \) represents the probability of scenario \( i \), which is calculated accordingly to the packet loss probability \( p_{PL} \) by multiplying all step individual probabilities of the corresponding scenario.

3. STOCHASTIC MPC

3.1 Tree-Based MPC for Packet Losses

TBMPC is an MPC strategy that computes the input signal \( u(k) \) according to the \( N_s = 2^{N-1} \) possible packet losses scenarios in a horizon of length \( N \). That is, the
controller lets the input sequence follow different trajectories along the prediction horizon and provides the best response for each scenario. To this end, a scenario tree is built with branches representing all possible scenarios and bifurcations that stem from the two possible events after sending a packet: success or failure. This tree is built from the controller point of view by always assuming that the system would apply a zero input when losses occur, regardless of the strategy chosen by the plant.

**Example 1.** The binary tree from Fig. 1 represents the tree for a prediction horizon of length 3: $S$ means a success of packet reception and $F$ a failure. Each step has a specific probability of occurrence that depends on the packet loss probability, except for the first step, where the data is assumed that is always received, so its probability is 1.

Therefore, the system model of (1) must be extended to integrate all the tree scenarios. Thereby, the state evolution of each scenario $i \in \{1, N\}$ is:

$$x_i(k + 1) = Ax_i(k) + B_i(k)u_i(k) + Dw_i(k),$$

where $x_i \in \mathbb{R}^n$, $u_i \in \mathbb{R}^m$ and $w_i \in \mathbb{R}^n$ represent the states, inputs and disturbances of the corresponding scenario, respectively. Notice that matrix $B_i$ is scenario- and time-dependent because it models the packets loss pattern of each scenario.

**Non anticipatory constraints** All input signals of the different scenarios must be equal along the horizon until a tree bifurcation happens. In this way, the first input signal of all scenarios must be the same; in the second time step, the input takes one possible value for half of the scenarios and another value for the rest; and so on. They can be generally expressed as: for each instant $l \in [0, N-1]$, the following equalities must be imposed

$$u_{(2^{N-1}-j)+1} = u_{(2^{N-1}-j)+2} = \ldots = u_{(2^{N-1}-j)+j+1}$$

(6)

for all $j \in [0, 2^{-1}]$.

These constraints reduce the number of optimization variables of the input sequence $U_{\text{TBMPC}} \in \mathbb{R}^{mN_{2^{N-1}}}$: the reduced vector, $U_{\text{red}} \in \mathbb{R}^{m(2^{N-1})}$, is associated with the full vector $U_{\text{TBMPC}}$ by the expression $U_{\text{TBMPC}} = MU_{\text{red}}$, where the suitable mapping matrix $M \in \mathbb{R}^{N_{2^{N-1}} \times m(2^{N-1})}$ is defined to comply with the non-anticipatory constraints.

**Example 2.** The reduced vector $U_{\text{red}}$ corresponding to Fig. 1 is designed such that:

$$U_{\text{red}} = [u_{1234}(0), u_{12}(1), u_{34}(1), u_{3}(2), u_{2}(2), u_{3}(2), u_{4}(2)]^T.$$

Notice that in this case $U_{\text{red}}$ has a reduced size, i.e., $U_{\text{red}} \in \mathbb{R}^{m(2^{N-1})} = \mathbb{R}^7$, compared to $U_{\text{TBMPC}} \in \mathbb{R}^{mN_{2^{N-1}}} = \mathbb{R}^{12}$.

Notice that this difference becomes greater as the prediction horizon length increases.

### 3.2 Scenario-Based MPC for external disturbances

Multiple scenarios of noise are added for system robustness. This way, the complete tree is composed of as many instances as noise scenarios considered. Therefore, the total number of scenarios is $N_{\text{noise}} = N_{\text{noiseN}} = N_{\text{noise}} 2^{N-1}$, where $N_{\text{noise}}$ is the total number of possibilities of external noise considered.

**Example 3.** For the binary tree of Fig. 1, if $N_{\text{noise}} = 10$, there are $N_{\text{noise}} = 40$ scenarios.

**Remark.** Depending on the inherent instability of the considered system, TBMPC may be unable to comply with the terminal constraint for all scenarios. Since the packet loss is probabilistic, there is a chance (with non-zero probability) that the packet transmissions fail during many consecutive time steps and some scenarios cannot be controlled at all. To avoid feasibility issues in the optimization problem, soft constraints can be used.

### 3.3 Stochastic control law

The optimization problem is based on the prediction of the system evolution considering all scenarios along the prediction horizon. Hence, at each time step, the quadratic problem solved is

$$U_{\text{TBMPC}} = \arg \min_{U_{\text{TBMPC}}} V_i(k)$$

subject to the global system dynamics of (5), the state and input constraints of (2) and (3), the non-anticipatory constraints of (6), and $x_{TB} = x_{TB}$, where $x_{TB}$ corresponds to the state measurement (common for all scenarios). The vector $U_{\text{TBMPC}}$ denotes the vector of all optimization variables.

The TBMPC control law implements the first component of the input sequence $U_{\text{TBMPC}}$:

$$u(k) = U_{\text{TBMPC}}(k)[1].$$

This value represents the input applied in case the data packet is successfully received. In case of packet loss, the actuator must follow a predefined strategy to select which input value applies. In this article, the following two strategies have been considered:

- **Strategy 1:** Set the input value as zero.
- **Strategy 2:** Take the corresponding input from the last input sequence successfully received.

### 4. RESULTS

The system proposed to illustrate the efficiency of the developed TBMPC approach is a discrete-time version of a cart-pendulum system (Akashi et al., 2018; Pierron et al., 2020). Since the system is nonlinear, the dynamics have been linearized and discretized with $T_s = 0.005s$. The state vector is composed of 4 elements: $x = [x \ x \ \theta \ \dot{\theta}]^T$, where $x$ is the position of the cart and $\theta$ the tilt angle of the rod with respect to the vertical line. The matrices values of the corresponding discrete-time linear model of (1) are:

$$A = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0.005 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & -0.01 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0.005 \\ 0 & 0 & 0.1175 & 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad B = \begin{bmatrix} 0.01 \\ 0.01 \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad D = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}$
Regarding the controller setup, the weight matrices of the cost function of Eq. (4) are fixed as: $Q = \text{diag}(0, 0, 1, 0)$ and $R = 2 \cdot 10^{-9}$. This configuration promotes that the tilt angle reaches zero regardless of any other variable. The prediction horizon has been chosen as $N = 4$, and the number of scenarios of noise $N_{\text{noise}} = 10$. Thus, the total number of scenarios according to packet losses pattern is $N_s = 2^{N-1} = 8$, and the total number of scenarios considering all scenarios of noise is $N_{\text{noise}} N_s = 80$.

The initial state is set to $x_0 = [0.2 - 0.01 - 0.3 - 0.1]^T$, and their elements are bounded as $|x(1)| \leq 1$, $|x(2)| \leq 5$, $|x(3)| \leq 0.4$ and $|x(4)| \leq 9$. The magnitude of the force applied is bounded as $|u| \leq 50$. The external disturbances are assumed to follow a normal distribution with zero mean and variance given by $\sigma^2 = 0.002$. However, they are assumed to be within the range of $\pm 3\sigma$, i.e. $|u| \leq 3\sqrt{0.002}$.

The packet loss probability has been set as $p_{\text{PL}} = 0.24$, which means that, in the long run, $24\%$ of the packets are lost along the way (regardless of the reason). In addition, $N_{\text{attack}} = N - 2 = 2$ for the case when the consecutive attacks are bounded. In this way, it is always ensured that the number of consecutive attacks received is lower than the controller prediction horizon.

The system is designed to act in two different ways when the input data is not received by the plant: Strategy 1 and 2. Note that it has to be initially configured which Strategy must be followed. The proposed TBMPC algorithm has been simulated following both strategies.

Furthermore, this method is compared by simulations with other three control methods: the basic TBMPC, the standard MPC and the feedback controller with gain: $K = 71.1932\ 38.0538\ 111.0227\ 24.6853^T$, computed following the method of Cetinkaya et al. (2016). However, the comparison with the latter is only possible when a zero input is applied in case of loss, as it computes the input signal just for the current time step.

In addition, some Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) have also been calculated from each simulation: the Integral Absolute Error (IAE), the Integral Time Absolute Error (ITAE), the Mean Squared Error (MSE), and the Mean value of input values (Mean U).

Finally, the cost function values for the three MPC approaches have also been computed. However, in case soft constraints are considered for the developed TBMPC, the cost value for computations differs from (4), so it is unsuitable for comparison with the other cases. Instead, the value presented corresponds to the sum of the cost mean values from all noise scenario possibilities for each scenario of the packet loss pattern.

In the following, simulation results are presented for the two versions considered: the case when there is no limit of the consecutive attacks received, and the one with bounded consecutive attacks.

### 4.1 Unbounded consecutive attacks

Simulation results of the developed TBMPC algorithm in comparison with other algorithms are presented in Fig. 2 for Strategy 1 and in Fig. 3 for Strategy 2, when the consecutive attacks are not bounded. For simplicity, only the tilt angle and input signal performances are depicted. All KPI values are presented in Table 1 for both simulations. Also, Table 2 presents the cost function values for the three MPC approaches.

#### Table 1. KPI values for unbounded consecutive attacks simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>IAE (rad)</th>
<th>ITAE (ms rad)</th>
<th>MSE ($10^{-5}$ rad$^2$)</th>
<th>Mean U (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation with Strategy 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed TBMPC</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>335.46</td>
<td>15.59</td>
<td>17.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic TBMPC</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>860.77</td>
<td>23.58</td>
<td>36.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard MPC</td>
<td>7.82</td>
<td>882.75</td>
<td>24.32</td>
<td>36.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State feedback K</td>
<td>9.67</td>
<td>1319.01</td>
<td>32.96</td>
<td>6.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation with Strategy 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed TBMPC</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>244.79</td>
<td>12.08</td>
<td>24.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic TBMPC</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>283.93</td>
<td>13.37</td>
<td>40.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard MPC</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>332.36</td>
<td>13.72</td>
<td>44.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2 Bounded consecutive attacks

The results for comparison between the developed TBMPC method with the other algorithms when the consecutive attacks are bounded are presented in Fig. 4-5 for Strategies 1 and 2, respectively. For simplicity, only the tilt angle and
Table 2. Cost function values for unbounded consecutive attacks simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulations</th>
<th>Proposed TBMPC</th>
<th>Basic TBMPC</th>
<th>Standard MPC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy 1</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy 2</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Simulation results with Strategy 1 in the case of bounded consecutive attacks for comparison.

Fig. 5. Simulation results with Strategy 2 in the case of bounded consecutive attacks for comparison.

input signal performances are depicted. All KPI values are presented in Table 3 for both simulations, and the cost function values are given in Table 4.

Table 3. KPI values for bounded consecutive attacks simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>IAE (rad)</th>
<th>ITAE (ms rad)</th>
<th>MSE (10^{-3} rad^2)</th>
<th>Mean U (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation with Strategy 1</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>130.47</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>22.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed TBMPC</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>592.59</td>
<td>14.13</td>
<td>32.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic TBMPC</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>549.63</td>
<td>15.20</td>
<td>35.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard MPC</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td>1112.36</td>
<td>27.22</td>
<td>5.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State feedback K</td>
<td>9.05</td>
<td>1352.62</td>
<td>30.35</td>
<td>6.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simulation with Strategy 2

| Proposed TBMPC | 3.17 | 141.49 | 11.31 | 27.09 |
| Basic TBMPC    | 4.26 | 281.76 | 12.84 | 40.06 |
| Standard MPC   | 4.61 | 340.23 | 13.45 | 44.05 |

Table 4. Cost function values for bounded consecutive attacks simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulations</th>
<th>Proposed TBMPC</th>
<th>Basic TBMPC</th>
<th>Standard MPC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy 1</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy 2</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. DISCUSSION

The results show the better performance of the proposed TBMPC algorithm according to several aspects analyzed below.

Firstly, considering results when consecutive attacks are bounded or not, the main difference is that the proposed TBMPC algorithm stabilizes in the reference value in the bounded case (Fig. 4-5). However, in the unbounded case this is no longer guaranteed (Fig. 2-3). Therefore, system performances are better in case of bounded consecutive attacks independently of the strategy used. This can be quantitatively checked by comparing values of Tables 1-4.

Secondly, all MPC algorithms achieve better performances than the feedback controller, as Fig. 2 and 4 highlight. Besides, KPIs values for Strategy 1 of Tables 1 and 3 underline this fact. Its reason may be that the feedback controller has no prediction of the possible near future evolution as the MPC has, so it yields slower and softer performances as it is reflected in Fig. 2 and 4, and in the lowest mean U values in Tables 1 and 3.

Thirdly, the three MPC algorithms are analyzed. To facilitate this comparison, only the case of bounded consecutive attacks is considered (its superiority with the unbounded case has already been concluded). It is clearly seen in Fig. 4 and 5 and in Table 3 that the proposed TBMPC algorithm has the best performance regardless of the strategy followed. The following aspects support this statement:

- The angle evolution of the proposed TBMPC has less fluctuations than the others, as the IAE values of Table 3 show.
- The proposed TBMPC reaches the reference value before than the others, and also, presenting most errors in the initial time steps, as it is reflected in the ITAE values of Table 3.
- Furthermore, the absolute error values of the proposed TBMPC are lower, as Fig. 4 and 5 show and the MSE values of Table 3 reveal.
- Regarding input performances depicted in Fig. 4 and 5, the proposed TBMPC input signal is saturated only at a very few instants, whereas in the other two cases almost all the time, as the mean input values of Table 3 reveal.
- Finally, the cost function values of Table 4 also support the proposed TBMPC technique.

Therefore, with respect to the three MPC algorithms, the proposed TBMPC has the best performance, which is much better than the second best, which is the basic TBMPC. The worst is the standard MPC, although it has similar performance to the standard MPC.

Lastly, the two different control strategies followed in case of packet losses are separately analyzed depending on the unbounded or bounded case:
- In the case of unbounded consecutive attacks: the Strategy 1 (Fig. 2) provides a worse performance than the second one (Fig. 3). IAE, ITAE and MSE values of Table 1 are lower in simulation with Strategy 2, but for the mean U value, it is the opposite. Regarding the cost values of Table 2, Strategy 2 yields the lowest values in all methods.

- In the case of bounded consecutive attacks: for the basic TBMPC and the standard MPC the comparison between strategies is the same as in the unbounded case. However, for the proposed TBMPC the superiority of Strategy 2 is not as clear, as the IAE, ITAE and MSE values of Table 3 for both strategies are very similar. On the other hand, the cost values of Table 4 are lower for Strategy 2 for all methods.

To sum up, the best performance is achieved by the proposed TBMPC algorithm regardless of which of the two control strategies tested is followed. The second best performance belongs to the basic TBMPC algorithm but under the second control strategy. And the third result corresponds to the standard MPC also under the second control strategy. The algorithm based on the feedback control provides the worst performance.

6. CONCLUSION

A stochastic TBMPC has been designed by defining a binary tree for dealing with random packet losses and including a classical scenario approach to robustify the system against external disturbances. Two different control strategies have been studied when there are packet losses: the first one considers a zero input in case of loss, and the second takes advantage of the last input sequence received from the MPC controller in case of loss.

The designed algorithm has been analysed in two different situations: when the total number of consecutive attacks that can be received by the plant is unbounded and bounded. It has been tested by simulations along with the standard MPC, the basic TBMPC of Pierron et al. (2020), and the feedback controller defined according to Cetinkaya et al. (2016). Simulation results show better performance of the proposed TBMPC algorithm. In particular, the best performance for both strategies is achieved when the consecutive attacks are bounded.
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